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INTRODUCTION 

S 
Quartz Mineral Exploration Permit 139 is situated in the Northeast 

Corner of Alberta. The permit has an area of 19,840 acres (31 square 

miles). The permit was taken to cover favourable structures where 

uranium mineralization is likely to occur. 

LOCATION AND ACCESSI B ILITY 

Permit 139 lies about 25 miles southeast of Fort Smith at a latitude of 

about 59 0  40'N and a longtitud€3 of 1110  20 1 W. The permit is bounded 

on the southwest by the Slave River. The 1J09 River transects the permit 

area. 

Numerous lakes within the permit area provide easy access to float 

equipped aircraft based in Fort Smith (distance of about 25 miles), 

Fort Chipewyan (65 miles) arid Uranium City (90 miles). The Dog River 

and the Slave River are navigi.ble by canoe from Fort Fitzgerald to 

the permit (15 miles). 	All the ground is accessible by foot from camps 

located on the various lakes or the rivers. 

GEOLOGY 

General 

The Northeast Corner of Alberta is underlain by Precambrian metamorphic 

and igneous rocks. Metamorphic grades vary regionally and extend through the  

range from greenschist to granulite facies. Most of the igneous rocks have 

been metamorphosed to some extent. The rocks 3re Tazin equivalents and 

vary in age from about 1800 to 2200 million years (iaadsgaard 
2
). 

The major structural features of the precambrian of NE Alberta and NW-

Saskatchewan are given on Map 2. This is a compilation based on published 

reports by the following governmental offices 	Research Council of Alberta, 

Geological Survey of Canada and the Saskatchewan Department of Mineral 

Resources. An aerial photographic interpretation of smaller scale features 

is given by Godfrey 



Mylonites are developed along the Warren and Allan Faults. The mylonites 

of the Allan fault occur in bands over a width of several miles where 

mapped by Godfrey. This mylonite zone may be the most prominent in this 

sector of the Canadian Shield. 	Th- Allan fault strikes almost due south 

through the centre of the Northeast Corner toward Lake Athabasca, where it 

possibly changes strike to a NE-SW direction. It can be traced north to the 

vicinity of Great Slave Lake. The Athabasca system of faults can be projected 

along strike toward Fort Chipewan and may merge with the Allan Fault in that 

area. The displacement on the Allan fault is believed to be largely strike 

slip. The east side of the Allan fault is believed to have moved nortj relative 

to the west side. The Warren fault strikes NE-SW and merges with the Allan 

fault to the north, in the N.W. Territories. The strike of the southwestward 

extension of the Warren fault is not known. 

Four major sets of faults are apparent in the Northeast Corner. The strike 

directions are NI-SE, NE-SW, E-W and N-S. Those striking NW.-5E are more 

apparent in the northeast part of the area. They have an apparent displacement 

which is left handed and are believed to be tensional. They are probably the 

result of the same stress field which caused the displacement on the Allan fault. 

Due to a lack of detailed mapping it is not possible to say whether the NE-5W 

are mainly left or right handed faults. This second set is believed to be 

related to movement on the Allan fault. Both the NW-SE and the NE-5W faults may 

therefore be approximately contemporaneous with the Allan fault. The L-W faults 

are later than the Allan fault and may not be caused by the same stress field. 

Wit§ the possible exception of the latest granites, all rock types are strongly 

folded. Folding is mainly isoclinal. Some uranium deposits appear to be 

localized along the noses of folds. These may have occupied dilatencies 

resulting from the folding of alternately competent and incompetent lithologies 

(saddle reefs). 

Genesis of the Uranium Deposits 

Several possible sources for the uranium are outlined below:- 

1. Late granites - uranium deposited by magmatic hydrothermal fluids. 

2. Surrounding rocks - derived through metamorphism and transported by 

hydrothermal fluids, or leached and transported by meteoric waters. 

3. 



3. Mylonites - Derived from the mylunite during their 

formation by a process of leaching of the fine grained 

cataclostic material. 

4. Combinations of the above. 

Whichever initial source is favoured, the uranium appeirs. to have been 

remobilized several times and localized in favourable open structures. 

Although most of the deposits in the Uranium City area occur in the 

approx. 2000 n.y. old Tazin rocks, a few vein type deposits of pitchblende 

do occur in the younger Martin rocks (approx. 1050 m.v.) and still younger 

Athabasca sandstone. 

In the Uranium City area most deposits occur close to or within the Athabasca 

system of mylonites, which are developed along the Black Bay and adjacent 

parallel faults. A process of leaching of the uranium from the mylonites 

soon after their formation and before recrystallization is logical. This is 

analogous to the leaching of uranium from tuff beds. 

The known deposits appear not to have any cunsistent spatial relationship 

• 	 with the granites as would be expected for case 1 above. On the other hand, 

the uranium deposits are not randomly distributed, and the suggestion is that 

these are not caused by the processes mentioned in 2. 

Localization of Uranium deposits 

The North-East Corner is compared with the Uranium City area. This is pertinent 

because Uranium City is nearby and it has been studied in detail: because 

both areas are underlain by Tazin rocks (sensu lato), and because the structural 

environment is almost identical. 

Intensive study by many geologists in the Uranium City area points to the 

following common denominators in the control of uranium mineralization. 

Faulting - The approximately twenty mines which have been 

in operation, together with the many uranium occurrences, 

demonstrate a very close association with shear zones 

and minor faults which tie in with the major structures. 

Broad mylonite belts are associated with the NE-SW striking 

S 
	

faults, and there is evidence 2  to suggest that the uranium 
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is genetically related to the process of mylonization. The 

. 	 intersections of faults striking E-W with faults ;triking 

NE-SW ore, statistically, particularly favourable loci for 

. 	
uranium. 

Fold injj - Dilatancies along the axes of minor folds serve 

as structural receptors for mineralization in several mines 

in the area (e.g. Eldorado). In cach case thu folds are 

in closeproximity to faults and, therefore, constitute a 

structural control secondary to the fault. 

LitholOQY - There does not appear to be any consistent 

lithological control for uranium in the Beaverlodgi. Area; 

the host rocks span almost the complete range of lithologies 

found in the region. Most uranium deposits are found in the 

1820-2200 million year old (Baadsgaard 2 ) Tazin group of gneisses 

and metasediments. The Tazin rocks are regionally metamorphosed 

and the grade of metamorphism ranges from grecnschist to granulite 

facies. 

The three most notable occurrences found by Godfrey are mentioned below. 

These are described more fully in Preliminary Report 5e-41 (Res. Counc. of 

Alberta). His report covers only between 5) and lOJ'o of the Precambrian of 

NE Alberta. 

1. On the Southwest arm of Andrew Lake radioactivity of 6 times 

background was noted in biotite schist and feldspathic quartzite. 

The full extent is not known. This ground is held by Rapid River 

Mines (see attachment). 

2. A level of radioactivity 4 to 5 times background is associated 
1 

with an occurrence at Spider Lake (Godfrey ) and may extend for a 

strike length of about 2 miles. Grab samples assayed as follows: 

1.03Y0U - • 69Mo; 3.93U - l.O31oMo; 3.29,U - 1.40,Mo. This 

property is covered by a permit held by McIntyre Porcupine Mines Ltd. 

3. Numerous occurrences have been found in the vicinity of 

Cherry Lake. One ofthese radioactive occurrences continues for at 

least 150 feet along strike and 400 feet across strike. This ground 

is held by McIntyre. 

The three occurrences cited above occur in irietaseciirnents. 

5. 



At least three imporatnt uranium occurrences are documented in the area 

outside that covered by Godfrey. One of these, the Fishing Lake discovery, 

occurs in granite, granite gneiss and peyrnatite (see attachment). High grade 

uranium over narrow widths has been reported for the Leggo Lake showing where 

the host rock is a "black hornblende granite". 

According to Collins and Swan 3, " four miles N 40 0  E of Allison Bay, yellow 

stains of alteration products were observed ovtr an area of 30 feet by 400 

feet, and,. at one locality where surface blasting had been undertaken, a 

radioactive anomaly was found that reached a maximum of 10 times background 

on a Geiger ratemeter". The host rocks are granite. 

Little is known of the structural control for the occurrences noted by 

Godfrey. These may be localized along the axes of isoclinal folds close 

to major cross faults. The Fishing Lake, Leggo Lake and Allison Bay 

deposits are located along fracture zones striking E-W to NE-SW. 

DETAILED GEOLOGY OF PERMIT 139 

All the rocks 'underlying the permit area are Precambrian in age and belong 

to the Tazin group. 	The area has been mapped on a reconnaissance scale 

by Riley 
5, 
 who shows the area to be underlain by granites, ortho and  para- 

gneisses and metasediments (see map 4). No detailed geological mapping has 

yet been done. 

In 1958, Godfrey4  published an aerial photographic interpretation of 

structures in the Northeast Corner (part of Godfrey's interpretation of 

the Myers Lake area is shown on Map 5). The rocks between Leland Lakes 

and the Slave River are formed into a fold of major dimensions. This 

folding is clearly described by prominent lineaments on the aerial photographs. 

The trace of the axial plane of the fold strikes NNE and the nose lies near 

the south end of Myers Lake. Permit 139 is centred on the nose of the 

fold. 

The east limb of the fold contains the Warren Fault. This is a major 

fault system which extends for a considerable distance into the N.W. 

6. 



Territories. The direction and extent of the southwestward extension 

• 	 cf the fault are not known. 	The fault is outlined by a strong magnetic 
7 trend which seems to parallel the fault 

The west limb of the fold contains another major fault - the Rutherford 

fault. The Rutherford and Warren Faults probably intersect or merge in 

the vicinity of the Slave River in the southwest region of the permit. 

Along its known length, the warren fault is paralleled by a strong 

magnetic trend (see Fig.l page 15). 	This magnetic trend curves into 

permit 139 until it reaches the extrapolated position of the Rutherford 

fault. It then bends sharply to the south to parallel the Slave River. 

This is the only magnetic 'structure' of this type in the Northeast Corner. 

It could represent a major dislocation or flexure of the fault system. 

The southeast corner of the permit area covers part of the Warren fault. 

According to Godfrey 4  mylonization is strongly developed along the Warren 

fault. The Rutherford fault may also be mylonized. Proximity to the 

• 	 major belts of inylonites is considered to be of prime importance. 	Later 

faulting within the mylonites cause brecciation. These breccia zones are 

also of prime importance, as evidenced by the large ôrebodies in the 

Uranium City area ( Ace and Verna of Eldorado). Such breccia zones are known 

to occur within the Warren fault systm4 . 

The permit almost completely includes a large area of metasedimntary 

rocks (as mapped by Riley, Map 4.). The distinction between the metasediments 

and the surrounding gneiss, as mapped, is a function of the intensity of 

metamorphism. The metamorphic grade increases outwards from the centre. 

The surrounding yranits could be the result of yranitization of rocks wtjich 

were originally sediments. The importance of mtasedimentary rocks as 

host rocks for uranium has already been emphasized (see page 5). 

The granites or grnitized rocks, tocjuther with undivided mitarnorphic and 

plutonic rocks (as mapped :y Riley), constitute th remainder of the permit. 

In the Uranium City a rea these rocks are believed by Trernbi.ay 8  to constitute 

the source rock, from which the uranium is derived. 

7. 



ECONOMIC POTENTIAL 

• 	 6 
The rocks in the Northeast Corner belong to the Tazin Group (Godfrey ), which 

contains the host rocks for most of the uranium deposits in the Beaverlodge 

area of Saskatchewan. 	The metamorphic grades are the same. 

The geological environment of permit 139 is considered highly favourable 

for the localization of uranium for the reasons outlined below :-

The structural environment is almost identical with that of the 

i3eaverlodge camp where an unstable belt adjacent to the NE-5W trending 

Athabasca system of mylonites is transcted by secondary faults,of 

various orientations, and associated minor faults and fractures. 

By comparison, the permit cover an area with a high density of faulting 

and fracturing which is part of an "unstable belt" adjacent to the 

mylonites of the Warren (and posibly the Rutherford) fault system. 

The importance of faults and fault intersections as controls for 

uranium mineralization has-been emphasized. The frequency of occurrence 

of these controlling structures mak es this ar3a one of prime importance. 

With few exceptions, the uranium d epo ~; its of the Beaverlodge area occur 

close to or within the Ath abasca mylonit zone. A p3rallel can be drawn 

with permit area 139 which is disposed so as to straddle strong 

mylonite zones. 

Folds can serve as secondary structural controls, a. exemplifi ed 

by some deposits in the Northeast Corner. As mentioned above, the 

permit is located to cover the nose of a major fold. 	Smaller scale 

folds, which are related to or parasitic to the major fold, are also 

likely to be found in the area. Such intense folding would also 

produce m any minor faults and fractures - these are evidencedin 

part,on Godfrey's map (see Map 5). 

Numerous sulphide deposits occur in the NE Corner, notably sulphides 

of copper and molybdenum. To the south, near A11150n Bay, silver 

mineralization, associated with uranium and copper minerals has 

recently been discovered in later cross faults. The Allison Bay 

deposits change from copper, through a silver rich zone, to uranium 

8 . 



along strike. The association of copper, silvcr and uranium on a 

regional basis is common thrsughuut the world. The structural 

controls for the sulphide deposits in the NE Earner appear to be 

the same as for the uranium. Although uranium is the prime target, 

the possibility of finding economic deposits of silver, gold and 

copper should not be overlooked. 

The amount of overburden on the permit is minimal and therefore the 

• likelihood of locating radioactive anomalies, both by groundwork and 

by airborne methods, is very much enhanced. 

Only a small portion of the Northeast Corner has been mapped in detail 

and the remainder has been prospected in only a very cursory fashion. It 

is thought highly significant that, in spite of the lack of detailed 

work, so many important uranium deposits have ben found to date in 

the area. 

RECOt1NDED PLAN FOR EXPLORATION 

Part of the first phase of the exploration program chould be to obtain 

a fairly detailed picture of the geology cf th. permit area. Mpping 

and prospecting could be done by a two man crew, with supervision, over 

a two or three month period. Mapping should be done in greater detail 

in the neighbourhood of favourable structures. Scintillometers ;hould be 

carried on all traverses. 

The percentage of rock outcrop is high. However, to supplement the 

geological and radiometric coverage of the area, soil or vegetation 

samples (geochemical or biogeochemical) could be collected in covered 

areas. The cost at this stage would be simply that of the sample bags. 

the samples could be analysed later for uranium and copper, if this is 

deemed feasible. 

An airborne scintillomuter (spectromeLric) survey has been arranged to 

cover the area. 	The survey should be completed by the middle of 

9 . 
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July. It should be emphasized at this point that, even with the most 

modern equipment, an airborne radiometric survey is still a reconnaissance 

tool. It use will in no way preclude thework of the ground party. It 

could considerably accelerate the exploration program by outlining, targets 

for investigation. 

The costs are estimated for three phases of exploration, below. If a 

find of any significance is made in Phase 1, then Phase 2 should be 

considered. To comlete Phase 2 the field season could be extended as 

necessary, or the number of men increased. The operations in Phase 3 are 

of course, contingent upon the success of the previous phase. 

. 
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COSTS 

Phase 1 

Airborne radiometric survey - approx. 31 q. 
miles - 1/8 mile spacing - 270 line miles at 
10.00 per line mile. (arranged). 

Equipment - boat,motor, camp, scintil1ornters 
etc. purchase and rental. 

Camp operating costs 

Mapping, prospecting and supervision (2.5 months) 

2,700 

$ 2,000 

2,500 

S 7,000 

$14, 200 

. 

Phase 2 

Detailed mapping 

Detailed ground geophysics 

Trenching, smpling and assays 

Optional: 

Geochemical analyses 

Phase 3 

Diamond drilling 

Supervision 

Sampling and assays 

Camp 

TOTAL 

2,000 

S 2,000 

$ 2,000 

6,000 

$ 3,000 

$10,000 

$ 3,000 

$ 1,000 

$ 2,000 

l6,000 

339,200 

Respectfully submitted, 

. 

Anthony Rich 
	

John A. Greig 
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